Various embodiments of the present invention are directed to a method and system for recharging batteries for wireless electronic devices. According to one embodiment, a battery charging and monitoring system is disclosed. The system includes a host machine providing a plurality of charging slots and a plurality of wireless devices coupled to and powered by a plurality of batteries. The host machine is adapted to communicate with the plurality of wireless devices through a plurality of wireless links to monitor the plurality of batteries coupled to the wireless devices. According to another embodiment, an electronic device is disclosed. The electronic device is adapted to couple with at least a rechargeable battery and to negotiate with the rechargeable battery for an agreed range of power parameters. The electronic device is further adapted to accept power from and to provide power to the rechargeable battery at the agreed range of power parameters.
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Exemplary types of measurements:
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BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEM AND MOBILE AND ACCESSORY DEVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] As the number of small, portable, electronic devices in daily use have multiplied, so too have the need for wireless capabilities. And as computers gain increasing power, so too have the demand to integrate various types of wireless devices with personal computers. However, even as devices have miniaturized and gone wireless, the power requirements of wireless devices have not decreased. On the contrary, in some cases, the power requirements for portable wireless devices laden with new features and processing power have even increased. This trend for increased mobility and power has increased the need for longer lasting re-chargeable batteries and have propelled manufacturers of many new wireless devices to bundle their recharging units and/or batteries with their products.

[0002] Modern computers offer a wide variety of methods to communicate with wireless communication and peripheral devices. Wireless networks such as wireless personal area networks (WPAN) for example offer a convenient way for users to connect wireless devices together on a same network with computers. A typical WPAN network can connect wireless devices including devices such as computers, monitors, keyboards, mice, headsets, multimedia devices such as MP3 players, cell phones and camcorders, and PDA’s. Standard WPAN networks may be built upon well-known technologies such as IrDA (Infrared Data Association), Bluetooth and UWB (Ultra-wide-band) protocols.

[0003] One problem often encountered by a user of a wireless personal area network is the constant need to re-charge or replace the batteries of the wireless devices. Even if the devices are equipped with rechargeable batteries, a user of such a network still needs to be bothered by the tasks of plugging in each device to a power supply or replacing batteries for each device whenever power in the batteries run out. Not only is this inconvenient, but it can also decrease productivity. For example, when wireless device are being charged, the devices may have to be either attached by a cable to a power outlet or may have to be taken out of commission if the batteries are taken out for re-charge. When a critical device such as a wireless mouse or wireless keyboard runs out of power, a user may have to wait until the device is charged being able to use the computer wirelessly again.

[0004] Other inconveniences exist. For example, because the power requirements of the various devices are all customized, each device may require its own chargers. Users are forced to deal with a plethora of chargers and/or batteries in managing the power of their plethora of wireless devices. The inconveniences increases the cost using wireless device and reduces workplace productivity.

[0005] Despite these inconveniences, the need for wireless peripheral devices is strong. This is especially so for travelers who do not want to deal with bulky equipments or the inconveniences of connecting devices through a tangle of wires and cables. What is required is an apparatus or method that can reduce or help users manage the power requirements of the plethora of wireless devices. It would be helpful to have an apparatus or method that can reduce the time wireless devices are taken out of commission as their batteries are re-charged. It would also be helpful to have an apparatus or method that streamlines the process of charging the wide variety and number of batteries used in the plethora of wireless devices.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Various embodiments of the present invention are directed at a method and system for recharging batteries used in wireless electronic devices. According to one embodiment, a rechargeable battery adapted to couple with an electronic device is disclosed. In an exemplary embodiment, the rechargeable battery may include a battery core configured to hold battery chemicals, a battery outer shell that fit over and provide physical protection to the battery core, a battery electrical component that can monitor the battery core and that can communicate with a coupled electronic device, and a battery end-cap configured to house the battery electrical component.

[0007] In one embodiment, the battery core may be adapted to be swappable with replacement battery cores to increase the capability for recycling. In another embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to couple with a variety of power charging devices that output power at a variety of parameters and a variety of power consuming devices that require to be provided power at a variety of parameters. In another embodiment, the battery may be adapted to send and receive communications signals with the electronic device to enable battery management functionalities.

[0008] For example, according to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to negotiate with the coupled electronic device for an agreed range of power parameters at which power will be transferred to the device and to configure the rechargeable battery to provide power at the agreed range of power parameters. In another embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to negotiate with the coupled charging device for an agreed range of power parameters at which power will be accepted from the charger and to configure the rechargeable battery to accept power at the agreed range of power parameters.

[0009] According to another embodiment, an exemplary rechargeable battery may be coupled to an electronic device with more than one rechargeable batteries. In an embodiment, the rechargeable battery is adapted to coordinate with other rechargeable batteries coupled to the electronic device to negotiate for parameters at which the batteries will be either providing or accepting power. In another embodiment, the electronic device is adapted to negotiate with the plurality of rechargeable batteries to negotiate for parameters at which the batteries will be either providing or accepting power.

[0010] According to an embodiment, an exemplary rechargeable battery may include a plurality of sensors to measure a plurality of properties associated with the battery. An exemplary rechargeable battery may, for example, include sensors to measure the temperature and pressure of the battery core in response to power flowing into or out of the battery core as a function of time. A rechargeable battery may include sensors to measure the current and voltage of the battery core in response to power flowing into or out of the battery core. A rechargeable battery may be adapted to monitor and manage the battery core based on the measurements from its plurality of sensors.

[0011] According to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to transmit and receive electric power over the same electrical path that the battery transmit and receive communications signals with the coupled electronic device. An exemplary rechargeable battery may include a
temporary power storage to store power its communications circuits can access in the event the battery core is drained. A rechargeable battery may be adapted to allow power transmission between the electronic device the battery core only when the electronic device is coupled and to disable power transmission between the electronic device the battery core when the electronic device is not coupled.

[0012] According to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may include a plurality of metallic posts with predetermined dimensions adapted to electrically couple with the electronic device only in certain orientation. In the embodiment, an electrical connection between the battery and the device is properly made only when the rechargeable battery and the electronic device are coupled to each other in a correct configuration. According to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may also an internal switch that is activated only when an electronic device is detected to be located in close proximity. Without activation of the internal switch, no effective power is allowed to flow in or out of the battery core.

[0013] According to a specific embodiment, an exemplary internal switch is activated only in the presence of a magnetic field of a predetermined characteristics. In an embodiment, an electronic device adapted to couple with the exemplary battery may include a magnetic component that emit magnetic fluxes of the right strength and orientation. When an electronic device with the right magnetic signature is brought into close proximity with an exemplary battery, the internal switch is closed and power may be allowed to flow into or out of the battery. If either the strength or orientation of the magnetic flux is off, the internal switch remains inactivated.

[0014] According to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to store a charging history. A rechargeable battery may be adapted to reset the charging history when the battery core is replaced. According to an embodiment, based on the histories stored on board, a battery may determine whether the rechargeable battery should undergo a normal charge or reconditioning charge, then configure the battery to undergo a normal charge or reconditioning charge accordingly, and update the charging history as appropriate.

[0015] According to another embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted control the charging protocol for any of several goals. In one embodiment, a rechargeable battery may control the rate of charging to minimize charging time. A rechargeable battery may control the rate of charging to maximize the energy charged.

[0016] According to an embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to couple with electronic devices through latching mechanisms. According to another embodiment, a rechargeable battery may be adapted to couple with electronic devices through magnetic or electromagnetic-based systems. According to an embodiment, power may be transferred to and from a rechargeable battery through metal contacts. According to another embodiment, power may be transferred to and from a rechargeable battery through inductive means.

[0017] An exemplary electronic device adapted to couple to an exemplary rechargeable battery is also disclosed as part of the invention. According to an embodiment, an electronic device may be adapted to negotiate with a rechargeable battery for an agreed range of power to operate. If the electronic device is a power providing device, the device may negotiate for a range of power at which to provide power. If the electronic device is a power consuming device, the device may negotiate for a range of power at which to accept power.

[0018] According to an embodiment, an electronic device may also be adapted to couple with and negotiate with more than one rechargeable batteries. An electronic device may negotiate with a plurality of batteries and to configure an independent power parameter at which to output or accept power with each of the batteries. An electronic device may include a small power storage unit to store power that can be used to power an electronic device in the event that power from the batteries are interrupted, which may occur, for example, when one of the batteries becomes drained and/or needs to be replaced.

[0019] A host machine is also disclosed as an aspect of the current invention. According to an embodiment, a host machine may be adapted to wireless couple with a plurality of wireless devices, each of which may be coupled to and powered by one or more rechargeable batteries. Over a plurality of wireless links, a host machine may be adapted to communicate with the plurality of wireless devices and to monitor each of the rechargeable batteries coupled to the plurality of wireless devices.

[0020] An exemplary host machine may include a plurality of charging slots for charging a plurality of batteries and holding a plurality of batteries in a fully charge state. In an embodiment, when a rechargeable battery becomes drained, a host machine may alert the user of the device with the drained battery and direct the user to a battery of the proper type from its charging slot. An exemplary host machine may be adapted to monitor the plurality of rechargeable batteries held in its charging slots by communicating directly with the charging slots.

[0021] According to another embodiment, a host machine may be adapted to identify batteries of unfit quality. A host machine may be adapted to assess the quality state of each of batteries coupled to each of the wireless devices by communicating wirelessly with each of the wireless devices. If a battery of unfit quality is found, the user is directed to a battery of the right type that is also fully charged for the user to swap with the unfit battery.

[0022] According to another embodiment, a host machine may be adapted control the charging protocol for any of several goals. In one embodiment, a host machine may control the rate of charging to minimize charging time. A host machine may control the rate of charging to maximize overall battery life. A host machine may control the rate of charging to maximize the energy charged.

[0023] An exemplary host machine may be adapted to maintain a record of charging histories for the rechargeable batteries. In an embodiment, based on the charging histories, a host machine may customize the charging protocol for a rechargeable battery. For example, where batteries need to undergo a reconditioning charge periodically after a predetermined numbers of charge cycles, a host machine may determine whether a battery undergoes a normal charge or reconditioning charge based on the record of charging histories for the battery.

[0024] According to another embodiment, a host machine may also be adapted to join a network of cooperating remote host machines. In one embodiment, when a host machine joins in a network of cooperating host machines, the host machine may expand the inventory of charged batteries available at its disposal to swap when a battery in one of the wireless devices becomes drained. For example, a host machine may only have the batteries in its charging slots at its disposal to offer to swap with a drained battery.
After joining a network, when a drained battery appears, a host machine may also query other host machines for batteries compatible with the drained battery to swap with one of its drained batteries.

0025] According to an embodiment, the charging slots on a host machine may couple with rechargeable batteries through latching mechanisms. According to another embodiment, the charging slots on a host machine may couple with rechargeable batteries through magnetic or electromagnetic-based systems. According to an embodiment, power may be transferred to and from the batteries through metal contacts. According to another embodiment, power may be transferred to and from the batteries through inductive means.

0026] An exemplary battery charging and monitoring system is also disclosed as part of the invention. According to an embodiment, a battery charging and monitoring system may include a host machine with a plurality of charging slots and a plurality of wireless devices that can be wirelessly connected to the host machine. Each of the plurality of wireless devices may be powered by one or more rechargeable batteries. The host machine may be adapted to communicate with wireless devices and to monitor charge states of the batteries coupled to the wireless devices through wireless communication links.

0027] According to an embodiment, a battery charging and monitoring system may be adapted to minimize downtime associated with recharging. In an embodiment, a system can keep a plurality of batteries that is always charged and ready for use. When a battery in a wireless device becomes drained, a user may be alerted of the location of the drained battery as well as the location of a charged battery held by the system that is ready to be swapped with the drained battery.

0028] In an embodiment, a battery charging and monitoring system may be configured to estimate the time until each battery coupled to each of the wireless devices will need to be recharged. According to another embodiment, a battery charging and monitoring system may also be adapted to identify batteries of low charge and/or unrepairable quality. A battery charging and monitoring system may be adapted to assess the charge state and/or quality state of each of batteries coupled to the wireless devices by communicating wirelessly with the wireless devices. A battery charging and monitoring system may also be adapted to assess the charge state and/or quality state of the batteries that is being held. When a battery of unrepairable quality is found, the system may help users obtain a new compatible battery through an e-commerce system.

0029] Other embodiments and examples are discussed in the descriptions below. A better understanding of the nature and advantages of the present invention can be gained by reference to the detailed description and the accompanying drawings below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0030] FIG. 1 illustrates an overall battery charging system and mobile and accessory device in accordance with a specific embodiment of the current invention.

0031] FIG. 2A shows various perspectives of the physical form factor of an exemplary rechargeable battery. FIG. 2B shows a perspective view of the major components of an exemplary rechargeable battery. FIG. 2C illustrates a detailed subcomponent view associated with the end cap of an exemplary rechargeable battery. FIG. 2D illustrates an additional details making up the electrical component of an exemplary rechargeable battery.

0032] FIG. 2E illustrates a close up view of the electrical components of an exemplary battery.

0033] FIG. 2F illustrates a perspective view of the electrical components of an exemplary battery.

0034] FIG. 2G illustrates four exemplary form factors in accordance with a specific embodiment of the invention.

0035] FIG. 3A shows an exemplary process through which a universal battery may negotiate with and provide power to a power consuming device. FIG. 3B shows an exemplary process through which a universal battery may negotiate with and accept power from a power charging device. FIG. 3C illustrates an embodiment of the steps a group of universal batteries may take in coupling with a power consuming device. FIG. 3D shows an embodiment of the steps a group of universal batteries may take in coupling with a power charging device.

0036] FIG. 4A shows a perspective view of components including various sensors of an embodiment of a rechargeable battery adapted to measure various properties of the battery.

0037] FIG. 4B illustrates an exemplary process involved in assessing a battery’s charge state when a battery is connected to a power consuming device. FIG. 4C illustrates an exemplary process involved in assessing a battery’s charge state when a battery is connected to a power charging device.

0038] FIG. 5A shows a state diagram of the major states of a universal rechargeable battery in accordance with an embodiment of the current invention. FIG. 5B illustrates the functional schematics of the Resting State of an exemplary universal battery. FIG. 5C illustrates the functional schematics of the initial handshake negotiation of an exemplary universal battery. FIG. 5D shows the functional schematics of a successful connection state according to an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 5E shows the functional schematics when a battery’s electrical terminals are shorted in accordance with an embodiment of the invention when the low voltage circuit is connected. FIG. 5F shows the functional schematics when a battery’s electrical terminals are shorted in accordance with an embodiment of the invention when the low voltage circuit is disconnected. FIG. 5G shows the functional schematics when a battery’s electrical terminals are shorted in accordance with an embodiment of the invention when the low voltage circuit is disconnected. FIG. 5I illustrates the coupling of a battery to an electronic device in a correct exemplary configuration. FIG. 5J illustrates the coupling of a battery to an electronic device in an incorrect exemplary configuration.

0039] FIG. 6A depicts the transmission of a low voltage communications signal according to an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6B illustrates the transmission of a high voltage communications signal according to an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6C illustrates the modulation of a communications signal over a power transmission signal according to an embodiment of the invention.

0040] FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of the negotiation process between an electronic device and a universal battery. FIG. 8 shows an embodiment of a network of host machines.

0041] FIG. 9A shows an exemplary process through which a rechargeable battery can be serviced by an end user. FIG. 9B shows an exemplary process through which a rechargeable battery can be serviced at a retail store kiosk.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0042] The present invention relates in general to battery charging and, in particular to charging of batteries used in connection with wireless or mobile accessory devices. This
section discusses the invention in terms of several exemplary embodiments to better illustrate the invention. The embodiments should not be taken by themselves to unnecessarily restrict the scope of the invention.

**FIG. 1** illustrates a battery charging system **100** for mobile and accessory devices in accordance with a specific embodiment of the current invention. An exemplary battery charging system **100** may include host machine **110**, plurality of wireless or mobile accessory devices **120, 130, 140**, and plurality of rechargeable batteries **160** powering the wireless or mobile accessory devices **120, 130, 140**. In an exemplary embodiment, the host machine can be a desktop personal computer, and the wireless or mobile accessory devices can be any of several wireless or mobile devices proximally located to the desktop personal computer and adapted to communicate wirelessly with the desktop personal computer.

Examples of wireless or mobile accessory devices include mice, keyboards, speakers, mp3 players, personal digital assistants, cell phones, laptop computers, microphones, headphones, and headsets. In another exemplary embodiment, the host machine can be a laptop computer and the wireless or mobile accessory devices can be any of wireless or mobile devices proximally located to the laptop computer and adapted to communicate wirelessly with the laptop computer.

**FIG. 1** in an exemplary embodiment, the host machines can act as power charging devices while the wireless or mobile accessory devices can act as power consuming devices. As shown in **FIG. 1**, batteries can be adapted to couple to power charging devices such as host machines through coupling mechanisms labeled as charging slots **150** in **FIG. 1**. Similarly, batteries can couple to power consuming devices such as mobile or wireless devices through coupling mechanisms labeled as battery charging components **155** in **FIG. 1**. In an embodiment, host machines can be both power consuming devices as well as power charging devices. In a further embodiment, the charging slots and the coupling components may be the same components.

An example where a host machine can both a power consuming device as well as power charging device is a laptop computer. In an embodiment, a laptop host machine may be both a power charging and power consuming device that can enter either a power charging mode or a power consumption mode of operation. When plugged in an external power, the laptop may enter into the power charging mode wherein the host machine is adapted to charge a plurality of batteries coupled to its battery charging slots. These batteries may later be used to provide power to either the accessory devices of the laptop or the laptop itself.

When unplugged from an external power supply, the laptop may enter into power consuming mode and begin to consume power from some of the batteries coupled to its battery charging slots. In an embodiment, while unplugged, instead of continuing to provide power to recharge batteries for the accessory devices, the laptop may, to conserve power, terminate delivering power to charge the batteries for the accessory devices. The laptop may return to charging batteries for accessory devices when the laptop is plugged back to an external power supply.

To decrease the potential downtime that a user may face as a result of waiting for rechargeable batteries to charge, another aspect of the invention envisions host machines with recharging slots that are adapted to hold in standby a plurality of rechargeable batteries that are fully charged. Since all batteries take time to recharge, it is convenient for the host machines to maintain a plurality of excess, fully charged batteries in standby that can be easily swapped with drained batteries once a drained battery is detected.

According to another aspect of the current invention, charging slots **150** of power charging devices such as host machines **110** may be adapted to charge a variety of types of rechargeable batteries. According to another aspect of the current invention, a variety of types of rechargeable batteries may be adapted to power a large diversity of power consuming devices. In an embodiment, a type of battery may specify a unique physical form factor. In another embodiment, a type may specify a range of power parameters at which the battery can accept power. In another embodiment, a type may specify a range of power parameters at which the battery can output power. In yet another embodiment, a type may specify the energy capacity of a battery.

**FIG. 2A** shows various perspectives of an exemplary physical form factor of rechargeable battery **200**. In an embodiment, the overall physical form factor is of a flat type that is adapted to conveniently couple with a large variety of electronic devices. From the outside, the exemplary battery comprises at least two visible parts, battery shell **201** and battery end cap **205**. In an embodiment, battery shell **201** can be made of either recyclable plastic or metal.

In another embodiment, battery shell **201** can be made of anodized aluminum similar to the material used in the Apple iPod Shuffle. In an embodiment, end cap **205** may be further adapted to be removed to facilitate the replacement of the battery core **202** inside the battery. Depending on the embodiment, end cap **205** may be adapted to be removed by an end user directly or by specially designated recyclers. In a further embodiment, the end cap can be removed by users directly with specially provided tools.

**FIG. 2B** shows a perspective view of components of a rechargeable battery as envisioned under an embodiment of the current invention. Illustrated are battery shell **201**, battery core **202**, terminals for conducting power **203**, sensor terminals **204**, and end cap **205** that fits over a portion of battery core **202** and battery shell **201**. In an embodiment, battery core **202** can be made of lithium polymer. The battery core can further be contained in a bag made of a material such as Mylar.

**FIG. 2C** illustrates a few of the subcomponent that may be associated with battery end cap **205** in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. As **FIG. 2C** illustrates, end cap **205** may comprise end cap shell **206**, end cap internal structure **207**, and battery electrical component **208**. In a specific embodiment, battery shell **201**, battery core **202**, and end cap components **206** and **207** can all be designed to help isolate electrical component **208** from battery shell **201**. Properly isolated, in an embodiment, battery shell **201** and end cap **205** may be made of metallic materials.

In an embodiment, battery electrical component **208** may be adapted to carry out a variety of battery management functions including monitoring the various measurements of the battery properties. According to an embodiment, the battery properties measured for battery management purposes may include measurements such as the temperature and pressure and the current and voltage response of a battery in reaction to a power load.

Depending on the specific embodiments, battery management may mean different things. For example, in an embodiment, the rate at which power may be drawn from a
battery may be managed. In another embodiment, the extent to which a battery may be drained may be managed. Both the rate and the extent of discharge may need to be managed depending on, for example, whether the user wants to maximize the life expectancies of those batteries, maximize power available for an application, or minimize the battery weight for a device.

According to an embodiment, battery management may also include the evaluation of the quality state of the battery core. For example, the evaluation can include an assessment of when a battery core might need to be replaced. According to another embodiment, battery management also includes an assessment of the charge state of the battery core. For example, the evaluation can include an assessment of when a battery needs to be recharged. According to an embodiment, battery management may be adapted to store the battery charging histories by the id. In an embodiment where the battery is adapted to manage the process, the battery may be adapted to store its own local copies of charging histories. Battery functionality may also involve any combination of the entities described in the above embodiments. For example, a host machine, an accessory device, and an intelligent rechargeable battery may all participate in part of the battery management process. The specific roles each will play will depend on the specific embodiment.

When the management process is carried out by the battery, electronic circuit 210 on the battery may be adapted to coordinate the battery management process. For example, if the battery determines that its core needs to be replaced, it may signal the host machine or accessory device to which the battery is coupled that the battery needs to be replaced. In an embodiment, a host machine or accessory device may be adapted to alert the user especially if a host machine or accessory device is better equipped than a battery to alert a user. Where the host machine is best positioned to alert a user, when an accessory device is notified that a battery needs to be recharged, the device is preferably relay the message to a host machine. When a host machine is informed that a battery needs to be replaced, the host machine may then inform the user of the problem. In a specific embodiment, the host machine may also guide the user to obtain a replacement.

Another aspect of the current invention relates to recycling. In an embodiment, battery core 202 may be adapted to be replaced while the rest of the batteries, including the battery shell, terminals for conducting power 203, terminal sensors 204, and end cap 205, are reused. In an embodiment, the lifetime of a battery may be designed to be several times longer than a battery core. In a specific embodiment, battery end cap 205 can be adapted to allow battery core 202 to be accessed for replacement.

When the time comes finally for the rest of the battery to be disposed, each of the components including battery shell 201, battery core 202, terminals for conducting power 203, sensor terminals 204, and end cap 205 may be adapted to be recycled so as to minimize environment impact of disposing rechargeable battery 200. In the embodiment, the invention may also include methods for assessing whether a battery core needs to be replaced. In an embodiment, the assessment of whether to replace the core or to replace the entire battery may be based partly by monitoring measurements of battery properties. In a further embodiment, the assessments may be based also on the number of charge/discharge cycles the core has undergone.

In general, according to an embodiment, the battery may be serviced by the user, by the manufacturer or a designated service center. Where a battery is serviced, either by the manufacturer or by the user, battery electrical component 208 is preferably adapted to detect the servicing, such as the swapping of the battery core, and to reinitialize or reset the electrical component. According to one embodiment, the electrical component may need to be re-initialized because it is configured with settings and parameters customized for a specific type, model, or manufacturer of a battery core. When the battery core is replaced, those settings and parameters need to be reset.

In another embodiment, the electrical component may also have been adapted to store the charging histories for a battery core. When the battery core is replaced, those records also need to be reset. In some embodiments, information such as charging histories may be stored off the battery, such as on host machines. In those embodiments, the
battery may be adapted to send a signal to the host machines for the host machines to rest and re-initialize the appropriate records and settings as appropriate.

In the embodiment, battery electrical component 208 of an exemplary battery. In
the embodiment, battery electrical component may comprise an electronic circuit 210, a mount bracket for electronic circuit 211, and a variety of accessories, including electric terminals 212, terminal mounting brackets 214, and terminal front plate 215. In an embodiment, mount bracket 211 may be adapted to hold circuit board 210 of electrical component 208 inside battery end cap 205. Circuit board 210 may be inserted and removed via simple friction fit. In one embodiment, electrical component 208 may be run by software or firmware that may be customized by a user. In a further embodiment, the software or firmware may also be updated by running a software patch from the manufacturer.

In an embodiment, terminal mounting brackets 214 may use a friction fit to retain battery terminal posts 212. Front plate 215 may be adapted to tie terminal mounting brackets 214 together and to provide an attachment surface for mounting bracket 211. In an embodiment, end cap 205 may be formed of a plastic material, where end cap components 206 and 207 and end cap 205 may be injection molded as a single piece of recyclable plastic. In another embodiment, end cap 205 may be formed of a metallic material, where end cap components 206 and 207 may be injection molded as a component and be attached to end cap 205 via friction fit.

In an embodiment, the energy storage capacities of the rechargeable batteries may or may not correlate with the type of a battery’s physical form factor. Similarly, the power ranges at which the rechargeable batteries may be adapted to operate may or may not correlate with the type of its physical form factor. In one embodiment, batteries of all physical form factors feature the same range of power parameters. In another embodiment, each form factor offer specified ranges of energy storage capacities and range of power parameters. For example, according to an embodiment, Class A universal batteries may have a width of around 6.5", height of around 4.8" and thickness of around 0.4". The batteries may also possess an energy storage of around 100 watt hours and may be adapted to accept power at up to 18 volts and 600 mA and output power at up to 14 volts and 500 mA.

In an embodiment, the universal battery may have a width of around 2", height of around 6.8", and thickness of around 0.5" and may possess an energy storage of around 50 watt hour. Class C universal batteries may have a width of around 0.25", height of around 3" and thickness of around 3" and may possess an energy storage capacity of around 20 watt hour. Class D universal batteries may have a width of around 0.75", height of around 1.8" and thickness of around 2" and may possess an energy storage capacity of around 0.02 watt hour.

In step 3010, the universal battery is coupled to a power consuming device. In step 3020, the universal battery attempts to negotiate with the power consuming device for a power parameter for the battery to output power. If the power consuming device is adapted to only accept power at a single fixed power parameter, the universal battery will ascertain that power parameter. If the universal battery can provide power at the required power parameter, the battery sends an acknowledgement in response to the power consuming device. If the power consuming device is adapted to accept power at a range of power parameters, the device and the battery may negotiate at step 3020 for a specific power parameter that is amenable to both according to the current embodiment.

Once a specific power output parameter is agreed upon, an explicit acknowledgement from both the battery and the device may also be sent. After the agreement, the battery
may begin delivering power at the agreed power parameter at 3050, and the power consuming device may begin accepting power at the agreed power parameters at 3060. For a variety of reasons, such as if the power consuming device requires power to be outputted at a range outside of the range of the battery, the negotiations process may fail. If the negotiations fail, the battery may refrain from providing power at 3040, and the power consuming device may also take the precautionary step of refraining to accept power at step 3045.

[0076] Where a battery is coupled to a power charging device, an analogous process may be followed. FIG. 3B shows an exemplary process through which a universal battery may be adapted to negotiate with and accept power from a power charging device. In step 3110, the universal battery is coupled to a power charging device. In step 3120, the universal battery attempts to negotiate with the power charging device for a power parameter at which to accept power. If the power charging device is adapted to provide power only at a single fixed power parameter, that power parameter may be communicated to the battery. If the universal battery can accept power at the required power parameter, the battery sends an acknowledgement in response. If the power charging device is adapted to provide power at a range of power parameters, the device and the battery will negotiate at step 3120 for a specific power parameter that is amenable to both.

[0077] Once a specific power parameter is agreed, the battery may begin accepting power at the agreed power parameter at 3150. Similarly, the power charging device may also begin configuration to begin providing power at the agreed power parameters at 3160. For a variety of reasons, such as if the battery requires power to be provided at a range outside of the range of the power charging device, the negotiations process fails. If negotiations fail, the battery may refrain from accepting power at step 3140, and the power charging device may also refrain from providing power at 3045.

[0078] According to an embodiment, it may sometimes be convenient for a plurality of universal batteries to couple with a power consuming device or a power charging device. FIG. 3C shows an exemplary process through which a plurality of universal batteries may negotiate with and provide power to a power consuming device. FIG. 3D shows an exemplary process through which a plurality of universal batteries may negotiate with and accept power from a power charging device. FIGS. 3C and 3D are analogous to the steps shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B though some differences do exist. For example, in FIG. 3C, steps 3220, 3250, and 3260 may be different from steps 3020, 3050, and 3060 of FIG. 3A. Similarly, in FIG. 3D, steps 3320, 3350, and 3360 may also be different from steps 3120, 3150, and 3160 in FIG. 3B.

[0079] Where a plurality of batteries are involved, according to an embodiment, the plurality of batteries may negotiate at step 3220 or 3320, with the electronic device as a group. In an embodiment, the negotiations may be explicitly carried out by a coordinating battery and the power consuming device. For example, the plurality of batteries may first negotiate amongst themselves to designate a coordinating battery. The coordinating battery then negotiates with the power consuming device on behalf of the other batteries for power parameters at which each will output and/or accept power.

[0080] According to an alternative embodiment, the plurality of batteries may negotiate at step 3220 or 3320, with the electronic device independently between each of the batteries and the electronic device. In an embodiment, when a battery is coupled to an electronic device, the battery and the electronic device will proceed to negotiate with each other independently of any of the other of the plurality of batteries coupled to or that might be coupled to the device.

[0081] Irrespective of whether the negotiations is accomplished collectively (such as through a coordinating battery) or individually (such as that carried out independently), the power requirements under which each of the plurality of batteries agrees to operate may or may not be the same. Also, depending on the actual parameters negotiated, the electronic device may connect the batteries in parallel or in series.

[0082] In an embodiment with two batteries, two batteries configured to output the same voltage may be connected in parallel. Two batteries configured to output the same current may be connected in series, according to another embodiment. In an embodiment involving three batteries, two of the batteries may be connected in series while a third in parallel in one embodiment. According to another embodiment, all three may be connected in series. According to yet another embodiment, all three batteries may be connected in parallel also.

[0083] According to a specific embodiment involving two batteries, when two exemplary universal batteries rated for 0-3 volts and 0-500 mA are coupled to an exemplary power consuming device that requires 3 volts and 400 mA, the power consuming device may negotiate for one of the batteries to output power at 3 volts and 300 mA and the other to output power at 3 volts and 100 mA. In the embodiment, the power consuming device would connect the two batteries in parallel, wherein the batteries in the parallel combination would give rise to a total power output of 3 volts and 400 mA.

[0084] In another embodiment, the power consuming device would connect the two batteries in parallel and negotiate for both of the batteries to output power at 3 volts and 200 mA, giving rise to the same total power output of 3 volts and 400 mA. In yet another embodiment, the power consuming device may connect the two batteries in series and negotiate to have one batteries output power at 2 volts and 400 mA and the other at 1 volt and 400 mA, giving rise to the same total power output of 3 volts and 400 mA. In another embodiment, the power consuming device may connect the two batteries in series and negotiate to have both of the batteries output power at 1.5 volts and 400 mA, giving rise to the same total power output of 3 volts and 400 mA.

[0085] In yet another embodiment, the power consuming device may only connect one of the two batteries and negotiate to one output power at 3 volts and 400 mA, with the other disconnected and serving as a backup. In the embodiment, when the one battery becomes drained, a user may be notified to replace the battery while the second or backup battery may be connected and configured to output power at 3 volts and 400 mA. Many other possibilities exist, with similar analogous embodiments applying also for coupling with power charging devices.

[0086] In general, in embodiments such as those illustrated in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D, each battery may negotiate for power parameters based on one of several constraints or goals. For example, when a battery is coupled to a power consuming device, the negotiations may be adapted to drain energy from the battery in constrained ways to help lengthen the time needed until the next recharge. In some battery types, for a fixed power requirement, outputting power at a threshold voltage or threshold current may help to also lengthen overall battery life.
If multiple batteries are involved, load balancing among batteries may also become important. For example, to extend time until the batteries would have to be recharged, it may be more preferable to distribute power load more evenly among the plurality of batteries in some embodiments. On the other hand, if the need is to provide for backup power sources, it may be more preferable to concentrate load on some batteries, setting aside others as reserve power sources.

When batteries are coupled to power charging devices, the batteries may similarly negotiate for power parameters based on one of several other constraints or goals. For example, according to one embodiment, minimizing recharge time and extending battery life may be important goals. To decrease charging time, for example, the batteries may need to be charged at a high power setting. To extend battery life, the batteries may need to be charged under a more modest power load. The optimal load for a battery may be further optimized for each battery by model, brand and/or type. In an embodiment, a charging device may concentrate power on a few batteries to quickly charge those batteries so some batteries are quickly made available while the rest of the batteries are charged at a more moderate rate.

Another aspect of the invention relates to determining a battery’s charge state. In an embodiment, the assessment may be carried out by measuring several properties of a battery and the battery’s environment. According to an embodiment, the measurements may be taken while the battery is charging or discharging or both. According to another embodiment, the measurements may involve the same measurements taken to assess quality assessments of a battery’s core described above.

FIG. 4A shows a perspective view of various sensors adapted to measure properties of the battery that may be useful to determine a battery’s charge state. In one embodiment, the battery may be provided with sensors adapted to measure the pressure and temperature or the voltage and current flowing into or out of battery core. In another embodiment, the battery may also be provided with sensors that may be fitted along battery shell to measure various ambient properties of the battery, including ambient humidity and temperature. Sensor terminal may be adapted to conduct signals from sensors to electrical component and vice versa.

In an embodiment, to better assess the charge state or quality of a battery, measurements of battery characteristics such as voltage and current or pressure and temperature may be correlated with a power load. For example, the fact that the temperature of a battery core is at a certain threshold may not mean much unless that temperature is correlated with a power input or output at the given temperature.

Measurements of battery characteristics may also be normalized against environmental factors. Trends in the observed characteristics may, according to an embodiment, be used to assess a battery’s quality state, charge state, or other characteristics. According to another embodiment, a battery may also use trends in recorded power usage to estimate future power needs of a battery. According to an embodiment, a battery may be adapted to provide, based on various measurements from the sensors and recorded trends, an estimated time to until a battery will become charged if the battery is undergoing charging or a time until a battery will become drained if the battery is providing power.

In a specific embodiment, the pressure and temperature of the core may be first normalized against a measured power load. The normalized measurements may further be adjusted for environmental factors such as humidity and temperature. If the normalized and adjusted pressure and temperature measurements is monitored to rise above or fall below a predetermined threshold, the observation could be used to derive important information regarding a battery’s charge state, quality, or other characteristics. Similar assessments can be done for the voltage and current.

For example, if the voltage and current, normalized for a power load and adjusted for environmental factors such as humidity and temperature, is monitored to rise above or fall below certain thresholds, the measurements could similarly be used by themselves, or in conjunction with the pressure and temperature measurements described earlier, to derive important information about a battery’s quality, charge state, or other characteristics.

According to an embodiment, the assessment of charge state, quality, or other characteristics may be carried out by the battery itself or by external entities such as host machines and accessory devices. In an embodiment where the external entities are adapted carry out the assessments, the external entities may not have direct access to internal properties of the batteries such as pressure and temperature of the battery core useful in assessing various characteristics of a battery. In one embodiment, the battery may be adapted to communicate measurements of internal properties (obtained from internal sensors such as 209 and 209.e) to the external entities. In another embodiment, the external entities may rely on external measurements of battery properties to infer the battery’s internal measurements. In yet another embodiment, the assessment of a battery’s charge state, quality, or other characteristics may be derived from external measurements alone.

In general, according to an embodiment, information may be passed among the batteries, power consuming devices, and power charging devices. In one embodiment, the batteries may be adapted to communicate the battery’s internal measurements of internal properties such as voltage, current, temperature and pressure to external entities to the external entities. In another embodiment, the batteries may be adapted to communicate the battery’s own assessment of the battery’s quality, charge state or other characteristics to the external entities.

According to an embodiment, the communication among the batteries and the external entities may in general take place either directly or may be relayed. In one embodiment, the batteries may be adapted to communicate information directly with the directly coupled entities—usually either a host machine or an accessory device. In another embodiment, information to and from a battery may be adapted to be relayed through other external entities, such as another host machine or another accessory device, as appropriate.

When a battery detects that it is about to run out of charge, it may signal to the coupled accessory device of the information. The accessory device may in turn relay the information to a host machine, which may in turn alert a user of the situation. For example, if a battery is about to run out of charge, the host machine may be adapted to alert a user of that fact for the user to take appropriate actions. A user may for example need to save his work if it turns out that the temporary decommissioning of a wireless peripheral while a battery is being recharged or replaced is too big an obstacle to continue with work.
In one embodiment, once alerted that a battery is about to become discharged, a user may save his work, locate the accessory devices with the drained batteries, and place the battery or batteries into the charging slot(s) on a host machine for immediate recharging. In another embodiment, a host machine may be adapted to provide an estimated time to discharge. In the embodiment, a host machine may correlate the charge state of the battery with the power requirements of the device to which the battery is coupled to offer a predicted time until the battery will need to be recharged.

For batteries with less than a few hours of time left until the battery will need to be recharged but is in no danger of immediate discharge, a host machine may be adapted to remind a user when a user logs out to place those batteries in the host machines to recharge so the batteries will be ready with a complete charge when the user logs in to use the host machine the next time.

FIG. 4B illustrates an exemplary process involved in assessing a battery’s charge state when a battery is connected to a power consuming device. In the first step, user preferences may be obtained as part of the initialization process in step 4005. In step 4010, measurements of battery and environmental properties may be obtained. In one embodiment, the temperature and pressure of the battery core, the temperature and humidity of the ambient environment, and the current and voltage of power flowing out of the battery may all be measured.

In step 4020, the historical profiles of battery and environmental properties, if available, may be obtained. These records can be useful in interpreting the various measurements presently obtained. For example, as batteries age, the temperature and pressure of a battery core per unit of power load may change. Correlating trends of such changes may help in more accurately inferring a battery’s charge state. In addition, in step 4030, the charge history of the battery may also be obtained.

For some batteries, battery properties may degrade with the number of charge cycles. Age thus may sometimes be better characterized by the number of charge cycles, possibly in combination with the trends of changes in battery properties as measured in step 4020. In step 4040, the charge state of a battery may be assessed based on a combination of the information obtained and processed in steps 4010 to 4030. In step 4050, if it is assessed that the battery is about to be imminently discharged, depending on user preferences, the system may alert the user in step 4070. In a specific embodiment, depending partly on the user preferences obtained in step 4055, the user may be alerted by a message displayed on a computer screen, a text message sent to a user’s cell phone, and/or an email sent to the user.

In another embodiment, if the battery state is communicated to a wireless accessory device, the device may relay the information to another device, such as the host machine, that may better communicate the message to a user. In yet another embodiment, if the battery state is evaluated by the battery, the battery may send a message to the wireless accessory device or the host machine to which it is coupled. If the message is relayed to an accessory device, the accessory device may be adapted to further forward the information to another device, such as the host machine, that can better communicate with a user, as described above. In step 4060, status information regarding the current charge state of batteries may be communicated to users, depending, according to one embodiment, on user preferences obtained in step 4005.

FIG. 4C illustrates an exemplary process involved in assessing a battery’s charge state when a battery is connected to a power charging device. In the first step, user preferences may be obtained as part of the initialization process in step 4105. In step 4110, measurements of battery and environmental properties may be obtained. In one embodiment, the temperature and pressure of the battery core, the temperature and humidity of the ambient environment, and the current and voltage of power flowing into the battery may all be measured.

In step 4120, the historical profiles of battery and environmental properties, if available, may be obtained. These records can be useful in interpreting the various measurements presently obtained. For example, as batteries age, the temperature and pressure of a battery core per unit of power charge may change. Correlating trends of such changes to age may help in more accurately inferring a battery’s charge states.

In addition, in step 4130, the charge history of the battery may also be obtained. For some batteries, battery properties may degrade with the number of charge cycles. Age thus may sometimes be better characterized by the number of charge cycles, possibly in combination with the trends of changes in battery properties as measured in step 4120. In step 4140, the charge state of a battery may be assessed based on a combination of the information obtained and processed in steps 4110 to 4130. At step 4145, power is delivered to recharge the battery. In step 4150, if it is assessed that charging should stop, the system terminates charging in step 4170.

In general, the decisions on when to stop charging may be optimized for a variety of goals and depend partly on user preferences. For example, if a user specifies that the battery should be charged to the battery’s fullest capacity, charging would stop, according to one embodiment, when the battery is completely charged. However, if the user specifies to maximize the lifetimes of batteries, charging may need to stop short of a full complete charge.

Similarly, the rate at which a battery is charged may also change depending on user goals. In an embodiment, a battery may be charged at a regular and fast rate. While users probably typically prefer fast recharge rates, sometimes a slower rate may be preferred to maximize battery lifetimes.

In another embodiment, the rate at which batteries are charged may also change based on information derived from the battery, allowing a battery to be charged at different rates based on feedback from the battery as the battery is being charged. In one embodiment, the information from the battery may comprise information such as battery’s current and voltage input or output. In another embodiment, the information may include a battery core’s temperature and core pressure response in response to a charging (intake) or discharging (outtake) load. In an embodiment, a battery might be initialized charged at a fast rate, but as the core heats up, the rate may be slowed as appropriate to protect the battery.

Another aspect of charging involves the determination of when to perform a recondition on a battery. According to an embodiment, some batteries may need to be completely discharged or reconditioned every predetermined number of charge/discharge cycles. According to an embodiment, the decision whether to undergo reconditioning may be based on assessments of measurements of the battery’s core. Accord-
According to a specific embodiment, batteries may undergo reconditioning based on temperature and pressure response of the battery core in response to a known power intake (charge) or power outtake (discharge). According to another embodiment, batteries may undergo reconditioning based on the number of charge/discharge cycles.

[0112] FIG. 5A shows a state diagram of the major states of a universal rechargeable battery in accordance with an embodiment of the current invention. When a rechargeable battery is not connected to any device, the battery may be at Rest State 5000. At Rest State, the battery may not normally emit any power except for periodically entering Negotiation State 5005. In one embodiment, upon entering Negotiation State 5005, the battery may emit a low voltage handshake attempt to initiate negotiations with an electronic device.

[0113] In an embodiment, a battery may be prevented from entering Negotiation State 5005 unless objects emanating specific patterns of magnetic fields are brought into contact or in close proximity with the battery. In one embodiment, the specific patterns of magnetic fields may be characterized by a threshold strength and orientation of flux. In a specific embodiment, the battery may include a special magnetic safety switch which is activated only in the presence of special magnetic fields which enable the battery to enter into Negotiation State 5005 only when activated.

[0114] According to an embodiment where a battery is coupled to a power consuming device, if the battery successfully negotiates for a set of power parameters at which to output power, the battery may enter Output State 5010 and proceed to output power at the negotiated power output parameters. If the battery is removed from the power consuming device, the battery may go back into Rest State 5000. If the power becomes depleted, the battery may shut down and go into Negotiations State 5005, attempting to look for and negotiate with another power charging device.

[0115] According to an embodiment where a battery is coupled to a power charging device, if the battery successfully negotiates for a set of power parameters at which to receive power at 5005, the battery may proceed to accept power at the negotiated power parameters in state 5030. Upon recharge 5040, the battery may enter into Rest State 5000. If a power consuming device with the proper magnetic field signature is then brought nearby a battery at Rest State 5000, the battery may enter into state 5005 to attempt negotiations with the power consuming device for a set of power parameters at which to provide power to the power consuming device. If the battery successfully negotiates for a set of power parameters at which to output power, the battery may enter Output State 5010, as described above. In the absence of any magnetic signature of any electronic device, the battery may remain at Rest State 5000.

[0116] If any of negotiations above—whether with a power consuming or power charging device—fails for any reason, the battery may enter into Safety Shutoff State 5020. In Safety Shutoff State 5020, the battery core can be disconnected from the battery terminals. Accordingly, according to an embodiment, even if an accidental short were to develop while a battery is in 5005, such as by a magnetic metallic object, between the terminals of a battery, the power should be switched off soon enough that no major damage or power drain results.

[0117] In general, according to an embodiment, negotiations may fail for many reasons. In one embodiment, as just discussed, negotiations may fail because the battery is not connected to any device but is instead shorted by a metallic magnetic object. In another embodiment, the battery may be coupled to a device but negotiations may fail because the device and the battery do not share common range of power parameters for compatible operations. In another embodiment, negotiations may fail because the battery is coupled to a device in an incorrect configuration.

[0118] FIGS. 5B-5I illustrate several functional schematics of an embodiment of a universal battery. FIG. 5B illustrates the functional schematics of Resting State 5000 of an exemplary universal battery 500. As illustrated, an exemplary battery includes metallic posts 501 and 502, four switches (Switch 1 504, Switch 2 505, Switch 3 506, and Switch 4 507) that serve a variety of purposes that will be described in more detail below. Communications and Control Circuit 510, a configurable Power Transmission Circuit depicted as Low Voltage Circuit 511, a configurable Power Transmission Circuit depicted as Full Voltage Circuit 512, and Battery Core 513.

[0119] The Low Voltage and Full Voltage circuits may represent electrical components that allow connections between the battery core and a coupled electronic device to be configured at various power settings or parameters. In an embodiment, Low Voltage Circuit 511 allows a minimum threshold of power to pass between battery core 513 and the electronic device. According to an embodiment, a low power signal may be used for the initial handshake communication between a universal battery and an electronic device before the power parameters of the battery, the battery or the devices have been ascertained. Full Voltage Circuit 512 allows effective power transmission of electricity between battery core 513 and the electronic device at various power parameters. According to one embodiment, the full voltage mode should be allowed only after the power parameters of the electronic device to which a battery is coupled have been ascertained.

[0120] According to an embodiment, during Resting State 5000, switches 1 and 2 (504 and 505, respectively) are normally open, whereas switches 3 and 4 (506 and 507, respectively) are normally closed, as depicted in FIG. 5B. In the exemplary embodiment, Switch 1 504 may be adapted to close only in the presence of specific magnetic fields, and Switch 2 505 is adapted to close only after the battery has successfully negotiated with an external device to accept or output power. Since both switches 1 and 2 (504 and 505, respectively) are normally open, neither the Low Voltage Circuit nor the Full Voltage Circuit is normally engaged during the Rest State. Consequently, there is normally no power drain, neither externally nor internally, when during the Rest State.

[0121] FIG. 5C illustrates the functional schematics of the initial handshake negotiation of exemplary universal battery 500. The initial handshake may occur when a battery is first connected to electronic device 560. In the embodiment, the initial handshake process may begin with the battery ascertaining whether it is connected to an intelligent device adapted to function with a universal battery. If it is, according to the embodiment, the battery next determines whether the electronic device is a power consuming or power charging device. In the case where it is both, the battery will determine which mode, power consuming or power charging, the device is currently in. If the device is a power consuming device or in a power consuming mode, the battery may negotiate with the device for a set of power parameters at which the battery will output power to the power consuming device. If the device is
a power charging device, the battery may negotiate for power parameters at which the charging device will receive power from the battery charging device.

In an embodiment, the electronic device 560 can comprise magnetic posts 550 and 551 which emit a specific magnetic field that closes magnetic switch 1 504 on the battery. According to another embodiment, only one of posts 550 and 551 needs to be magnetic. According to another embodiment, only a portion of one post needs to be magnetic. In any case, according to the embodiment, the idea is to generate a strong magnetic flux capable of closing magnetic switch 504 on the battery. According to an embodiment, when magnetic switch 1 504 is closed, Low Voltage Circuit 511 is connected to electronic device 560. At this stage, only a very low power signal may be allowed to be transmitted between the universal battery and intelligent device 560, as depicted by the engagement (darkened path) of Low Voltage Circuit 511 in FIG. 5C.

In general, according to an embodiment, Low Voltage Circuit 511 may serve at least two purposes. In one embodiment, the circuit may prevent permanent damage to the battery or the shorting objects (including living tissues) that inadvertently come in contact with the battery terminals. According to an embodiment, the circuit may allow a battery to couple to and to initiate handshake communications with a power consuming electronic device before the power ratings of the power consuming device have been established. In another embodiment, the circuit can allow a power charging device to allow the battery to initiate handshake communications with the power charging electronic before the power charging device has had the opportunity to assess the power ratings of the battery.

FIG. 5D shows the functional schematics of a successful connection state according to a specific embodiment of the invention. In this mode of operation, effective power transmission can be conducted between the battery and the coupled device. The power delivered may be either by a battery for powering a power consuming device or by a charging device for charging a battery. As can be seen, upon successful negotiation of power parameters, the battery may open Switch 4 507 and close Switch 2 505, disconnecting the electrical terminals from Low Voltage Circuit 511 and connecting the electrical terminals to the Full Voltage Circuit 512.

According to an embodiment, Full Voltage Circuit 512 can then connect the battery terminals 501 and 502 to battery core at the agreed upon power parameters. If the electronic device is a power consuming device, power may be drawn from the battery core 513 through Full Voltage Circuit 512 to electronic device 560 at the agreed upon power parameters. If the electronic device is a power consuming device, power may be transferred from electronic device 560 through Voltage Circuit 512 to battery core 513 at the agreed upon power parameters. In an embodiment, the electronic device (either a power consuming device or a charging device) may possess safety Switch 554 as a redundancy feature. The switch may close only upon successful negotiation of power parameters with the battery to ensure that power flows in the device side only upon successful negotiations of power parameters.

FIG. 5E shows the functional schematics of an accidental shorting of a battery's electrical terminals. In FIG. 5E, terminals 501 and 502 are shorted by a metallic object. According to an embodiment, the shorted circuit may not cause any damage because in the absence of magnetic fields, Switch 1 504 would remain open, disconnecting Low Voltage Circuit 511 as in FIG. 5B. According to the embodiment, no electricity can accidentally flow from the battery core even when the terminals are shorted because the battery core is not connected to the battery terminals.

In another embodiment, the short occurs in the presence of some ambient magnetic fields. In one embodiment, the ambient field might emanate directly from the object causing the short, such as a magnetic, metallic object 581. In another embodiment, the magnetic field may emanate from other ambient sources. In any case, according to an embodiment, the existence of the ambient fields does not matter because the magnetic fields are not adapted to close Switch 1 504. The magnetic fields may not be strong enough, or the magnetic flux may not be of the right type (e.g., orientation) to trigger the closing of Switch 1 504.

In another embodiment, the ambient magnetic fields might be of a type that can interfere with and cause magnetic Switch 1 504 to accidentally close, as shown in FIG. 5E. According to the embodiment, even were magnetic Switch 1 504 to accidentally close, little damage would result because only a low power flow may be permitted to flow across magnetic object 581. Because Switch 2 505 is normally open in the absence of an affirmative confirmation of a successful negotiations, the battery core may be connected to the battery terminals only through Low voltage Circuit 511. According to the embodiment, since a stray object causing the short usually do not have the capability to negotiate with the battery, Full Voltage Circuit 512 would usually not be engaged when the terminals of a battery are accidentally shorted by a stray object. Consequently, when the battery is accidentally shorted, the worst that may result may be a low powered short that, according to the embodiment, causes little if any damage.

According to an embodiment, what little chance for damage that may result from a low powered short may be even further reduced because a low powered short may be allowed only for a short period of time. As described earlier, batteries in Rest State periodically send a low voltage signal to attempt to negotiate with a coupled electronic device. According one embodiment, the low powered short of FIG. 5E may correspond to Negotiation State 5005 depicted in FIG. SA. If negotiation fails for any reason, then when a short occurs, the battery will enter Safety Shutoff State and re-enter Rest State.

FIG. 5F shows the functional schematics of the shorting of a battery's electrical terminals when the low voltage circuit has been disconnected, such as after a Safety Shutoff has been initiated. In the embodiment, a magnetic, conductive object 581 placed across metallic posts 501 and 502 causes a short for a short time. After the battery has not explicitly received a successful negotiation acknowledgement, the battery re-opens Switch 3 506. The opening of the switch, according to one embodiment, cuts off the low power flow of electricity after a predetermined time. The short is terminated when the battery enters into Safety Shutoff State 5020 and Rest State 5000.

FIG. 5G shows the functional schematics of the shorting of a battery's electrical terminals when the low voltage circuit has been disconnected. In the embodiment, a magnetic, conductive object 581 placed across metallic posts 501 and 502 causes a short for a short time. However, since conductive object 581 is not magnetic in this embodiment, switch
504 is open, cutting off any flow of electricity. The short accordingly does not cause any damage or injury.

[0132] FIG. 5I illustrates the coupling of a battery to an electronic device with a complementary type of battery and in a correct configuration. An aspect of the current invention involves the use of physical form factors to enhance proper and safe coupling between a battery and an electronic device. To reduce the risk of inadvertent power flows, a battery may also be adapted to conduct power through inductive means such as through magnetic fields.

[0133] As illustrated in FIG. 5I, one embodiment involves associating terminal leads of a particular physical form factor with a specific type of battery. For example, each of two terminals of a battery of a specific type can be designed to feature a specific length. In an embodiment, the form factor of the terminal leads includes complementary form factors such that for the terminal leads to form a proper electrical conducting circuit, the electronic device must be coupled to the battery of the correct type and in a correct configuration.

[0134] FIG. 5I illustrates the coupling of a battery to an electronic device of an incompatible type or in an incorrect configuration. As is illustrated, when a battery of an incorrect type is coupled with the electronic device or when a battery is coupled with an electronic device in an incorrect configuration, no proper electrical coupling may be formed between the universal battery and the electronic device.

[0135] Another aspect of the current invention involves the use of the same electrical path for transmitting and receiving communications signals and for transmitting and receiving power signals between a device and a battery. In one embodiment, because the communications and powers signal travel over the same electrical path, special precautions may need to be taken to make sure they do not interfere with each other. In a first embodiment, two separate time windows may be reserved for transmitting communications signals and for transmitting power signals. In a second embodiment, the communications signal may be modulated over the power signal during a common time window.

[0136] FIG. 6A depicts the transmission of a low voltage communications signal according to an embodiment of the invention. One benefit of transmitting communications signals at low voltage levels is that low voltage signals allow devices and batteries to communicate with each other each without each having to ascertain the power capabilities of each other first. The transmission of signals takes place at low enough powers that there is little chance of damage to each other regardless of what the power rating of each turn out to be. Negotiations may take place during this phase. Once the power parameters are agreed upon, the battery and the device may go into transmitting high voltage power at a subsequent time window.

[0137] The transmissions shown in FIG. 6A are broken into 8 distinct windows of transmission 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, and 607. In an embodiment, the first window of transmission 601 may represent the initial window of transmission by an intelligent, universal battery when first connected to an electronic device. A constant low voltage probing signal may be sent by the battery when magnetic fluxes from the device have closed switch 1504 as discussed above in FIGS. 5C and 5E. When the battery recognizes that a device is connected, the initial probing low voltage signal may be turned off, as shown in time window 602, beginning a window of prelude before negotiations communication begins.

[0138] According to an embodiment, at the end of time window 602, the battery may begin transmitting a digital signal representing a sequence of 0 and 1 bits. The low voltage signal may be pulse width modulated signals, as shown, or may be encoded by other schemes, including amplitude or frequency modulated schemes. After the battery completes transmitting a first series of signals, the battery may return to outputting a low voltage signal in time window 604 similar to that transmitted in time window 601. Next, it may be the device's chance to respond with its series of signals.

[0139] At some preset time, the battery may stop transmitting the low voltage signal, and the system may enter into a window of silence of time window 605 similar to the window of prelude 602. The device commences transmitting signals to the battery in time window 606. This signal from the device to the battery may represent an acknowledgement of an agreement if the device agrees with a power setting at which to operate suggested in a prior transmission from the battery. After the signals have been transmitted, the device may return to transmitting a constant low signal in time window 607.

[0140] The cycle may begin again as the device silences and the battery adapted to send a second series of signals or acknowledgement transmissions afterwards. If all goes well, the battery-device system may terminate communications and enter into full power transmission mode. According to one embodiment, periodically during the full power transmission mode, the power transmitting device—either a battery or a power charging device—may need to shut off power temporarily to allow the battery and device to communicate with each other. In an embodiment, the battery may need to communicate with a power consuming device to check to see whether the current power settings at which power is output are still adequate. If the power settings are not adequate, a new round of negotiation for power parameters may be required.

[0141] In another embodiment, the battery may need to communicate with a power consuming device to signal that the battery is about to run out of power. The device may have to take preemptive action, such as storing settings or alerting a user, if an imminent power shut off is expected. In another embodiment, a battery may need to communicate with a power charging device to convey the fact that the battery is charged and that the charging device may stop transferring power.

[0142] To minimize the disruption caused by the temporary termination of high power transmission to either a device or a battery, a capacitor-based system can be incorporated into the device or battery according to an embodiment. According to an embodiment, the capacitor system should at least store enough power to power the communication circuitry of the device or battery. Energy stored on a capacitor system onboard a battery should preferably enable the communication system on the battery to operate without tapping into the energy reserve in the battery core. This can reduce unnecessary load on the battery core and potentially increase battery life.

[0143] On the electronic device side, energy stored on a capacitor system on board a device should preferably enable the device to communicate even when no effective power is being transferred from the battery to the device. In another embodiment, the capacity of the capacitor onboard a device may be made even larger to enable the system to power the device during the communicative phase so little as to have no power interruption to the device results even as the battery-device system enters into periodic communications phase.
FIG. 6B illustrates the transmission of a high voltage communications signal according to another embodiment of the invention. Unlike the embodiment shown in FIG. 6A, the communications signals can be modulated at full power transmission voltage in FIG. 6B. In the embodiment, when battery and device enters into periodic communications phase, the communications transmission may be adapted to take place at the full transmission voltage, in this case 6.2V. Whereas the effective power transmission carried by a low voltage communications signal such as that shown in FIG. 6A may be nearly zero, the effective power transmission carried by the high voltage communications signal in FIG. 6B can be on average 50% of the full power transmission mode, irrespective of the statistical frequencies of 1 and 0’s (this a characteristic of an embodiment of width modulated signals as depicted here).

Increasing the effective power transmission during communication mode can greatly reduce the impact communication mode has on effective power transmissions between the battery and device. To further reduce the impact communication mode has on effective power transmissions between the battery and device, the system may further incorporate a capacitor-based system similar to the one discussed above for FIG. 6A. A high-voltage communications mode may not be implemented in all systems. According to one embodiment, the battery and device should have ascertain each other’s power ratings first to ensure that the high-voltage communications signals will not inadvertently damage each other.

FIG. 6C illustrates the modulation of a communications signal over a power signal according to another embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, signal transmissions between a battery and a device may be adapted to take place over the same time. The battery-device system may not need to enter into a separate communicative phase and a separate power transmissions phase as in the embodiments of FIGS. 6A and 6B. In the current embodiment, the communications signal may be superimposed or “piggy bagged” over the power transmission signal.

As shown on the left hand side of the figure, according to an embodiment, the power signal may be transmitted at a full voltage of 6.2V DC signal. When a communications signal is overlaid over the base power signal, the resulting signal may fluctuate between 6.2-a volts and 6.2-b volts, as shown on the right side of the figure, where a and b represent part of the amplitude of the communications signal. According to an embodiment, the overall amplitude a+b is preferably small compared with the full power voltage, i.e. 6.2.

One advantage of the current embodiment is the reduction of disruptions to power transmission between the battery and device. Because the battery-device system may no longer need to undergo a communications phase where power is cut off, power can be transmitted 100% of the time. One potential disadvantage of such a system is the interference that could arise from the simultaneous transmission of power and communications signal. A sensitive battery may require to be charged at precisely 6.2V; a sensitive device may similarly require to be powered at precisely 6.2V. For such systems, the fluctuation of power between 6.2-b volts and 6.2-a volts may be too large and cause undesirable effects to the operations for certain power sensitive batteries and devices.

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a negotiation process between an electronic device and a universal battery. In an exemplary embodiment, a universal battery at Rest State may be initially activated at 700 to negotiate for power parameters with a proximally located electronic device. In the embodiment, the electronic device may have been adapted to emit a specific magnetic field that to activated the battery. At 705, the battery initiate transmission of a low voltage handshake communications signals to an electronic device awaiting a handshake signal to be sent.

In an alternative embodiment, it is the electronic device that may be adapted to initialize the handshake process, with the battery waiting for a handshake signal to be sent. In either case, according to the embodiment, the receiving device—whether a battery or a device—can be expected to send an acknowledgement in response to receiving an invitation to negotiate. In the embodiment, the negotiation process can proceed only when an acknowledgement is transmitted and received at 710. If no acknowledgement is transmitted and received at 710, the battery and electronic device may disconnect from each other at 725. If an acknowledgement of the handshake is received, the negotiation process may proceed where the battery and electronic device negates to find a common range of acceptable power parameters at which to operate at 715.

If at step 720 the negotiation results in an agreed set of power parameters, the battery and device may establish a high voltage connection at the agreed parameters between each other at 730. If the device is a power consuming device, the battery may begin outputting power and the device may begin accepting power at the agreed parameters. Alternatively, if the electronic device is a power supplying device (e.g., a battery charger), the battery may begin accepting power from the charger and the charger may begin to providing power to the battery at the agreed parameters. If no agreement of power parameters is reached, the battery and the device may disconnect from each other at step 725, preventing further power transmissions between the battery core and the charging device.

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary embodiment of the current invention where a plurality of host machines are grouped together to form a network of host machines 800 and 801. In one embodiment, each host machine 810, 820, 830, 840, and 850 can be adapted to identify a battery by a battery id and store a local charging history associated with the battery id. In the embodiment, each host machine may also be adapted to share its local copies of charging histories with other host machines on the network.

The sharing of the charging histories may occur over a peer-to-peer network or a server-client network. In a peer-to-peer network, when a host machine needs to access a complete charging history of a battery, the host machine may query each of the other host machines for their copies of charging histories to form an aggregated copy of charging histories. In a server-client network, the host machine may query a server machine for an aggregated copy of charging histories previously aggregated from each of the host machines by the server.

An exemplary aspect of the invention involves the use of a network of host machines cooperating together to increase the availability of charged rechargeable batteries when a drained battery is detected. In a standalone setup, when a battery coupled with a mobile or wireless device of a host machine is drained, a user may be directed to a slot on the host machine for a charged battery of a compatible type that the user can quickly swap. When no such battery can be found on the host machine, however, the user would have had to
recharge the drained battery and wait for the device containing the drained battery can be brought online again.

[0155] In a current embodiment, the user may not have to wait even when a charged battery of a compatible type cannot be found on the host machine. In one embodiment, the user may now access not just batteries on the user's host machine, but also the pool of batteries held by all host machines belonging in a network of host machines of which the user's host machine is a part. In an embodiment, the host machine may query the network of host machines to determine whether another host machine contains a charged battery of a type compatible with the drained battery. If the host machine successfully identifies another host machine containing a charged battery that can be swapped with the drained battery, the host machine may be adapted to communicate that information to the user. The user can then swap the drained battery with the battery located in the network.

[0156] If multiple charged batteries of a specific type can be found on the network, the host machine may be configured to sort a listing of batteries according to some criterion. The host machine may also suggest a particular that according to some criterion which battery to swap. In an embodiment, host machines on the same floor as the user might be preferred over host machines in other floors. Alternatively, host machines in one hall might be preferred over host machines in other halls. Host machines belonging to one group or department might also be preferred over host machines in other groups or departments. Host machines with more "surplus" of batteries might also be preferred over host machines with less "surplus" of batteries. In another embodiment, host machines with lighter work loads (hence less need to keep a large reserves of "surplus" batteries) might be preferred over host machines with greater work loads. According to another embodiment, host machines may also be adapted to allow a user to specify a list of preferred machines and to suggest batteries belonging in the preferred list. According to another embodiment, batteries may be ordered based on their quality or charging histories.

[0157] As batteries are moved around, the various battery management functions that are managed by individual host machines, including the management of the rate at which a battery is charged and the time when a battery needs to be reconditioned, may also be implemented by a network of host machines. Despite the movement of the batteries across host machines, the charging histories and other information useful for battery management may be adapted to "float" through the network with the battery as a battery is moved around the network. Host machines belonging to a network may for example be adapted to query the network for copies of charging histories for the battery. When a battery is moved from one host machine to another host machine, the new host machine may thus to continue to access the histories and to carry out battery management functions as if the battery had been used with the new host machine all along.

[0158] Another aspect of the invention involves a method to enable batteries to be serviced when the battery core or some of the other more perishable parts need to be replaced as the rest of the batteries are reused. FIG. 9A shows an exemplary process by which a rechargeable battery may be serviced. As shown, in the first step 9010, a user may be alerted of a need to replace or service a battery. The process may then split into two branches. The left side of the branch, constituting steps 9030 to 9070, shows an exemplary process by which a rechargeable battery may be replaced by an end user. The right side of the branch, constituting steps 9130 to 9170, shows an exemplary process by which a rechargeable battery may be serviced by an end user.

[0159] In step 9030, the user may need to replace a battery and can be directed to an e-commerce site to purchase a replacement battery. In the embodiment, the battery may have to be sent in because the replacement of the battery core, and/or other parts, is considered too complicated to perform by the end user. In an embodiment, a recycling surcharge may be issued in step 9040 for the purchase of a battery replacement. Recycling credits equaling the surcharge may be refunded when the user return the battery later when the battery needs to be replaced. In general, according to the embodiment, the old battery may be delivered by mail or picked up in a retail store. When the user receives or picks up the battery, the user may be provided an envelope or container in which to return the old battery 9050.

[0160] When the manufacturer or recycler receives the old battery, the user can be issued a recycling refund at step 9060. The refund may be credited against the purchase price of the new battery or for future purchases in a network of e-commerce or retail establishments. At step 9070, the manufacturer or recycler can refurbish the battery by replacing components including the battery core and resealing the battery again. Alternatively the manufacturer or recycler may destroy the battery, reusing and responsibly disposing as much of the battery's parts and materials as possible.

[0161] Step 9130 may begin a series of steps for the user to service the battery directly. In step 9130, the user can be directed to an e-commerce site to purchase a replacement battery core or other replaceable components. In an embodiment, the host machine may be adapted to guide the user through the process. In an embodiment, a host machine may direct a user to an e-commerce website to purchase a battery core replacement. In an embodiment, an e-commerce website address can be provided to the user. In the embodiment, the e-commerce website address may be retrieved from the memory of the battery or the host machine. In an alternative embodiment, the address may be obtained from a web service.

[0162] Recycling credits can be given to provide an incentive for users to return the old core or other recyclable parts. In an embodiment, a recycling surcharge may be issued on the new battery core when the user purchases a replacement core at step 9140. The replacement core may be delivered by mail or can be picked up in a retail store. When the user receives the battery core at step 9150, the user can be provided with instructions and any necessary tools to replace the old battery core. The instructions should preferably be easy to follow, and the tools should be preferably easy to use.

[0163] An exemplary series of steps may include: removing the battery end cap, sliding the old battery core out of the battery shell, sliding into the battery shell the new core, which snaps or locks into a predetermined position in the battery shell. The user may also be provided a return envelope or container in which to return or ship back the old battery core. When the return envelope or container sent by the user is received by the manufacturer or designated recycler, the user can be issued a recycling refund at step 9160. The refund may be credited against the purchase price of the new battery core or used against future purchases in a network of e-commerce or retail establishments. In step 9170, the manufacturer or
recycler may refurbish and resell the battery core or destroy and recycle as much of the old core as possible.

[0164] FIG. 9B shows an exemplary process by which a rechargeable battery can be replaced at a retail store kiosk. In step 9210, a user can be alerted of a need to service or replace a battery. User can then directed at step 9220 to locations of local retail stores with kiosks adapted to service or replace the old battery. At the kiosk in step 9230, user may drop the old battery into the kiosk for servicing or replacement. In step 9240, the kiosk can be adapted to service the old battery by replacing the battery core of the old battery or by sending a compatible battery to replace the old battery.

[0165] In one embodiment, a kiosk at a retail store can contain a specialized tool attached to an automated mechanism. If the kiosk machine determines that the battery core can be replaced, the machine, potentially using the specialized tool, can remove the end cap without damaging the battery components and drop the old battery core out of the shell into an internal container used for collecting old cores to be recycled. The machine can then take a new core from an internal supply that is periodically monitored and replaced, insert the new core into the shell, replace the end cap, and run diagnostic tests to ensure that all is in working order.

[0166] If the kiosk machine determines that the battery cannot be serviced by replacing the core, it can select a new battery of a compatible type to vend to the user. At step 9250, the user may be charged a fee based on whether the battery is serviced or replaced. In step 9260, the user can retrieve a battery, which may be the old battery with a new core or a new battery compatible to be used in place of the old battery.

[0167] In a specific embodiment of an exemplary process at a kiosk, the following steps may be performed at a kiosk:

[0168] 1) Push the two metallic posts out of the end cap and remove attached entire electronic subassembly from the end cap.

[0169] 2) Drop the end cap shell and attached structures into a container for recycling.

[0170] 3) Separate the electronic circuit from the metallic posts by breaking attachments may couple the posts to the circuit and extract components such as the magnetic switch and the positive/negative power connections for recycling.

[0171] 4) Remove the electronic circuit into a separate container for proper disposal, or potentially further processing by external equipment and procedures.

[0172] 5) Print a ticket for the user containing an ID number associated with the recycling credit granted to the user for this procedure. The user can then use this ID number at a physical or online retail purchase in the future. The machine has a network connection that allows it to communicate with a back-end system, that back-end system being the entity that generated the ID number and other associated data structures related to this recycling credit.

[0173] 6) Alternatively, use the credit toward the purchase of a new battery at the kiosk.

[0174] This section has discussed several embodiments of the invention relating to the charging of batteries for wireless or mobile devices. The descriptions here are meant to be illustrative only and should not be taken to unnecessarily restrict the scope of the invention. While these inventions have been described in the context of the above specific embodiments, other modifications and variations are possible. A person skilled in the arts would understand that many variations can be made to these embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope and breadth of the present invention should not be limited by the specific embodiments described above and should instead be determined by the following claims and their full extent of equivalents.

What is claimed is:

1. A battery charging and monitoring system comprising: a host machine including a plurality of charging slots; and a plurality of wireless devices coupled to and powered by a first plurality of batteries; wherein the host machine is adapted to communicate with the plurality of wireless devices through a plurality of wireless links to monitor the first plurality of batteries.

2. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 1 adapted to estimate a time until a battery in the first plurality of batteries will need to be recharged.

3. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 2 further adapted to assess the power usage of a device in the plurality of wireless devices based on a record of power usages of the plurality of wireless devices.

4. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 1 adapted to minimize downtime associated with recharging the first plurality of batteries, the plurality of charging slots configured to: couple with a second plurality of batteries; charge the second plurality of batteries; and hold in standby a third plurality of batteries comprising the second plurality of batteries that have been fully charged.

5. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 4 wherein each of the first plurality of batteries and each of the second plurality of batteries specifies a battery type.

6. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 5 wherein each battery type specifies a range of power parameters.

7. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 5 wherein each battery type specifies a physical form factor.

8. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 5 further adapted to: determine the battery type of a first battery in the first plurality of batteries; find in the third plurality of batteries a second battery of a battery type compatible with the battery type of the first battery; and communicate the location of the first battery and the location of the second battery to allow a user to swap the first battery with the second battery.

9. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 4 further adapted to assess the quality of each of the first plurality of batteries and upon finding a battery of unfit quality, find in the third plurality of batteries a battery of a compatible type, and communicate the location of the battery of unfit quality and the location of the battery of a compatible type to allow a user to replace the battery of unfit quality.

10. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 4 further adapted to assess the quality of each of the first plurality of batteries and each of the second plurality of batteries and upon finding a battery of unfit quality, communicate the location of battery of unfit quality.

11. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 10 further adapted to direct a user to an ecommerce site that sells rechargeable batteries of a compatible type with the battery of unfit quality.
12. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 11 further adapted to promote recycling of batteries, wherein recycling credits are allocated for the return of the battery of unfit quality for recycling.

13. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 12 wherein the recycling credits can be exchanged for goods and services in a network of stores.

14. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 12 wherein the recycling credits can be donated to charitable organizations.

15. The battery charging and monitoring system of claim 12 wherein the recycling credits can be transferred between users.

16. An electronic device adapted to: couple with at least a second rechargeable battery; negotiate with the at least second rechargeable battery for at least a second agreed range of power parameters; and configure the electronic device to couple to the at least second rechargeable battery at the at least second agreed range of power parameters.

17. The electronic device of claim 16 further adapted to: couple with at least a second rechargeable battery; negotiate with the at least second rechargeable battery for at least a second agreed range of power parameters; and configure the electronic device to couple to the at least second rechargeable battery at the at least second agreed range of power parameters.

18. The electronic device of claim 17 wherein the first agreed range of power parameters and the second agreed range of power parameters are the same.

19. The electronic device of claim 16 further adapted to supply power to the first rechargeable battery at the first agreed range of power parameters.

20. The electronic device of claim 16 further adapted to accept power from the first rechargeable battery at the first agreed range of power parameters.

21. The electronic device of claim 16 comprising a power storage configured to store power that can be used to temporarily power the electronic device in the event power from the first rechargeable battery is interrupted.

22. The electronic device of claim 21 wherein the power storage includes a capacitor.